1. **Progress Made Since Last Stats Report Submitted:**
   All data manipulation forms have been completed. Error checking was also added and is mainly on the software user interface side. Drop-down menus were used to keep users from entering false data. This proved to be an excellent way of handling the load and delete menus! Each data form searches the database to check for duplicate and non-existent entries and keeps the user from generating database errors and crashing the program. The load menu now loads an existing team into the main statistical interface.
   
   Also, the complete volleyball database has been redesigned to not use foreign keys and to generate new tables for each created player. These tables will hold all statistics for each player arranged by match date.

2. **Plans for Upcoming Time Period Until Next Status Report Due:**
   Begin coding the menu tool bar on the main statistical form. This includes the importing and exporting to the database as well as generating text files.

3. **Issues Resolved:**
   The foreign key issue has been resolved simply by not using them. Tables are generated for each player with the season year, location, team name and player number. This allows each table to have a unique name since those attributes are the primary key for the main season table.

4. **New Issues to be Addressed:**
   No new issues are to be addressed at this time.